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Local Communities Proclaim Children's Vision and Learning Month
As another school year begins, the pressure is back on teachers,
parents and students to meet academic requirements.
Unfortunately, many parents and teachers are unwittingly leaving
their students' vision behind. That’s because vision screenings,
commonplace in schools and pediatrician’s offices, frequently miss
more vision problems than they detect!
Local officials echoed the call of former Gov. Ed Rendell and
optometrists everywhere in emphasizing the critical link between
vision and learning and urging parents to seek comprehensive eye
exams with eye doctors for their children. Regional communities
issued written proclamations of August as Children’s Vision and
Learning Month.
• Milton's Mayor Nelson: “Many (kids) will start at a disadvantage
because of undiagnosed or untreated vision problems...We support
comprehensive eye exams for school-age children.”
• Williamsport's Mayor Campana: “Undiagnosed vision problems can
cause otherwise high-functioning students to perform below their
ability level, which may lead to misdiagnosis of learning disabilities and
behavioral problems.”
• Lock Haven's Mayor Vilello: “Early identification and treatment of
vision problems can prevent lost educational opportunities during
critical years of development.”
• Montoursville's Mayor Dorin: “I encourage everyone dedicated to the
health and success of our children to learn more about identifying and
treating vision problems among our students.”
Awareness of the shortcomings of vision screenings increased in 2011 after a
summit on childrenʼs vision (involving teachers, school nurses, optometrists,
and the Dept. of Education) recognized that vision screenings by a nurse or
technician are less effective than exams by eye doctors in detecting treatable children's vision problems. Eye teaming,
3D vision, and even simple farsightedness cannot be fully assessed by screenings. Learn more at
www.aoa.org/x18280.xml, www.covd.org, or www.3deyehealth.org.

Success Story
“Before beginning therapy, homework usually took 3 or more hours to complete, but now
homework does not usually take more than an hour. Tara remains focused and on task.
When Tara had to read for school, she was easily distracted and always complained but
now she finishes her reading without complaints. She reads more
fluently and enjoys reading for fun. Her reading comprehension is
improved, focus skills and grades are higher and she now reads more
words per minute without errors. Also, Tara can now find worksheet
answers in her textbooks on her own where before I had to locate the
answer and point it out to her. I can see how much more confident she
is about school and her grades.”
-Cynthia Stump, Muncy
Despite 20/20 eyesight, Tara would lose her place in text, skipping words and lines, and reportedly had
difficulty staying “on task” with reading material for more than a few minutes. When it comes to reading
and homework, eye coordination problems like convergence insufficiency can look like an attention issue.
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